
Release:
8.2.2

Highlights:
This release contains bug fixes for various Voyager modules.

General documentation for this release:
http://www.customercenter.exlibrisgroup.com 
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KB Number
Description Solution Implementation Notes Related Documentation Module

Issue Number

16384-50899

There is no vxws setup for 102X codes that pull serials 

receipt data from Acquisitions.

Add the 102X and 104X serial issues information to the 

holdings display for VXWS OvP.

Changes were made to the 

OPAC_in_primoHoldings.xsl  and 

transformOPACInPrimoHoldings.xsl 

files. 

See skin changes document for 8.2.2. 

Note: transformIndexHoldings.xsl  and 

transformSupplementHoldings.xsl  are 

new in 8.2.2.

Interoperability (Voy)

16384-19777

16384-20754

If a single record displays in the Browse Titles Index 

screen (long title), when the user clicks on the down button 

to go to the next set of call numbers in the index, the user 

will be placed in the incorrect position in the index.

Corrected code that tests if browse has reached the 

end of the results set so it does not report false 

positives that cause search results to disappear. Also 

corrected column sizing issue to prevent titles from 

being too big to fit into the results grid.

General (Voyager)

16384-8513

16384-49347

When trying to print suppressed records on a course 

reserve list, users receive a „No records were selected.‟ 

message.

Add code to allow records to be 

printed/exported/emailed from a course reserve search 

as originally intended. The problem amounted to the 

code not retaining the type of search that was executed 

when it was trying to display on or from the print dialog 

page.

OPAC

16384-19394

16384-31554

Records from the deleted.bib.marc file do extract, but 

there is nothing in the header to indicate that the record 

was deleted.

Added status attribute with value deleted  to header 

element when record is deleted.

Interoperability (Voy)

16384-12257

16384-55521

Existing value in 

MISCELLANEOUS.OPER_EXPIRE_DAYS maps ## into 

the CONTROL_VALUE field for CONTROL_NAME 

passwordMaximumAge  in the CONTROL_TABLE.

Modified line in upgrade script that copies value from 

MISCELLANEOUS.oper_expire_days  to 

CONTROL_TABLE  value for passwordMaximumAge . 

The previous line would insert ##  if the 

oper_expire_days  value was more than one digit.

General (Voyager)

16384-20849

16384-3008

When using the OPAC Names Headings search in 

Cataloging, Acquisitions, Circulation, you sometimes get 

hits in the Headings List for records that are suppressed in 

the OPAC, whether you are doing a Find or a Browse.

Check for the OPAC heading search codes and 

suppress bibs if found.

Cataloging

17613

16384-56113               

16384-56321

The Bib ID for bibliographic records is not included in the 

persistent link URL, resulting in a persistent link with no 

record specified.

Modify section 17 of the WebVoyage Architecture 

Config.pdf document.

Section 17 of the WebVoyage 

Architecture Config.pdf document.

OPAC

16384-21009

16384-56658

The number of copies ordered per line item in the PO is 

equal to the number of items created for that record during 

bulk import.  The default number for the number of copies 

per line item should be used instead.

Use the default copy count from the orders in the bulk 

import rule when creating PO/MFHD/items if the input 

MARC record does not have the copy count specified 

by tag/subfield in bulk import rule.

Batch jobs

16384-21105

16384-56325

When you set up a redirect on call number, the URL that‟s 

constructed includes spaces, and uses the call number 

rather than the specified search code for the 

searchCode=parameter.

In display.xsl , created a variable for a URL-encoded 

redirect search code and then used it in creating the 

search code portion of the redirect link.

Changes were made to the display.xsl 

file.  See skin changes document for 

8.2.2.

OPAC

16384-21041

16384-49298

The running time calculation is subtracting the end 

timestamp from the start timestamp without regard for the 

date.

Format elapsed time including days. Global Data Change

16384-15793

16384-3137

Customer reported that they found the Regional Settings to 

be set for a 24 hour clock (HH:mm:ss) and not 12 hour 

(hh:mm:ss) as we have in our Regional Settings. If the 

clock is changed from 24 to 12 hours the modify time is 

11:59 PM.  If the Regional Settings are set for a 24 hour 

clock HH:mm:ss the modify time is 11:59 AM. 

Use 24-hour time format to preload return time. The 

control displaying the time adjusts automatically for 12 

versus 24 time format.

Circulation

15890

16384-54498

Changing page.printResults lines in webvoyage.properties 

has no effect on OPAC print results screen.

Code was added to allow a page title to display 

correctly in the browser title bar. Code was also added 

to allow a page heading to be rendered in the page 

document body of the print results page.

OPAC

16384-20530
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Description Solution Implementation Notes Related Documentation Module

Issue Number

16384-54497

Emails received of OPAC search results lack "To: 

<address>" in header.

Modified code to populate the To: field with email 

addresses that were filled in in the email form in the 

web user interface.

OPAC

16384-20497

16384-26338

When running a search in the OPAC with relevance turned 

on, the sort order of results by relevance is not consistent 

after choosing a different sort method.

Maintain order of relevance ranked results by putting 

results in ascending order by Bib ID and then sorting by 

same method as originally used by keyword server.

OPAC

16384-10209

16384-24260

If an operator specifies an operator id that exceeds the 

allowed number of characters, catjob 13 completes 

successfully but stores either a null value or an 

abbreviated version of the id entered.

Provide warning to the user that the operator will only 

be accepted if it is 10 characters or less.  The field is 

still optional.

Batch jobs

16384-9714

16384-60209

CHARGE_OPER_ID and DISCHARGE_OPER_ID are not 

always recorded. 

Repaired code that was causing the client operator ID 

to disappear when handling call slip requests.

Reporter

16384-21601

16384-53234

If a patron places a hold request with an expiration/not 

needed after date that is today‟s date, the Hold Per Item 

API does not submit a time with the date, and the 

expiration is recorded as [today‟s date] 00:00:00 in the 

Voyager database.

Modified code to set not needed after/expire date  to 

end of day 23:59:59 rather than beginning of day 

00:00:00 which was causing the problem.

General (Voyager)

16384-20337

16384-38178

In Firefox, selecting a charged item from a UB database 

results in an item from the patron‟s home database also 

being selected.

Modified code to make each check box input ID unique 

for charged items to allow browsers to make the correct 

selections.

Changes were made to the 

cl_myAccount.xsl  file.  See skin changes 

document for 8.2.2.

OPAC

16384-15441

16384-24451

Highlighting of suppressed bib records disappears from 

Titles Index when operator returns to list and selects 

another record after viewing one item record from list.

Fixed code in Voyager.dll  that was resetting the 

suppressed record highlighting colors after every 

search or index view.  Removed now-unnecessary 

code from clients that was setting suppressed record 

highlighting colors before every search or index view. 

Also made sure that suppressed record highlighting 

colors are set on client startup and after changing 

preferences.

Circulation

16384-9793

16384-36546

If you add or delete a reference from an authority record, 

the referenced authority will not display subfield 

separators in the headings list.

Transform the alternative display heading with subfield 

separators if the condition applies.

Cataloging

16384-14017

16384-54387              

16384-54503

2 of the 3 URLs returned by the Patron API are valid API 

calls for additional patron information.

Removed Records  element from the patron web 

service output and updated EL Commons 

patron /patronId  web service output example.

General (Voyager)

16384-20577

16384-21505

When the item is charged from the Patron Request 

Information screen, the PATRON_ID_PROXY is populated 

in CIRC_TRANSACTIONS with the same id as the 

PATRON_ID.  

Modified the code so as not to set proxy patron to 

charging patron. Also included a cleanup script to reset 

patron_id_proxy  to 0 where patron_id_proxy = 

patron_id  in circ_transactions  and circ_trans_archive 

tables.

Circulation

16384-8690

16384-52561           

16384-53942

If a proxy barcode is deleted, the sponsor barcdode is 

orphaned.

When deleting a patron barcode, we were only 

removing unexpired proxies of the selected barcode. 

Fixed code to remove all proxies and sponsors of the 

selected barcode, including expired proxy relationships.

Circulation

16384-20145

16384-56435

Creating patron records via the Patron Self-Registration 

form results in the following fields being duplicated in the 

database (one set for address_line1 and one set for the e-

mail address): patron_address.city, 

patron_address.state_province, 

patron_address.zip_postal, and patron_address.country.

Modified the Circulation Add Patron  API to not add 

email addresses, with city, state, zip and country.  

Additionally modified code to not use empty spaces for 

other address fields and for email type addresses to 

more closely match the add patron  functionality in 

Circulation.

Patron Self-Registration

16384-21073
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Description Solution Implementation Notes Related Documentation Module

Issue Number

16384-55816

When a record in the deleted.bib.marc file does not have 

an 001, the extract either fails to process the 

deleted.bib.marc file or only processes records in the file 

before it gets to the record with no 001.

Catch all the exceptions during the delete bib 

processing, log the error, and skip to process the next 

bib.

Interoperability (Voy)

16384-20993

16384-44002

Loans with an indefinite due date display as being due on 

12-31-2382.

In the Circulation client, if date is Indefinite , do not 

append the time to the display string. In WebVoyage 

My Account page, if date is the signal value, show it as 

Indefinite  instead of the actual date.  In OvP, if the due 

date or original due date is the signal value, show it as 

Indefinite  instead of the actual date.

OPAC

16384-17393

16384-55601

Call Slip fails to send e-mail notification to patron if 

patron‟s e-mail address includes an apostrophe; gives 

error message: “Email failed for patron at : 

firstname.o'lastname@school.edu"

Recoded the ValidEmailAddress(…) method to more 

closely reflect the current standards for email 

addresses. This includes the fact that the apostrophe is 

a valid character in the local portion of an email 

address.

Call Slip

16384-20802

16384-58529

Call Slip gives “Relink Only Failure” when try to process 

relinked item and does not process Call Slip. 

Fixed code so that when the Link Item dialog is used 

only for item barcode validation. It does not result in a 

relink request since the call slip is not being relinked to 

a new item if the validated barcode is correct for the 

current call slip.

Call Slip

16384-21409

16384-55602

Owning Library does not display in the Titles List for 

records that have been processed by a GDC Data Change 

Job when they‟re searched.

Use the existing bib owning library for GDC data 

change and index only job.

Global Data Change (GDC)

16384-20817

16384-56326

Some valid Voyager database characters are incorrectly 

translated when exported via Pmarcexport to MARC21 

MARC-8.

The MARC 8 encoding for the Alif character was 

changed from 02BE to 02BC as per the instructions in 

the following document: 

http://www.loc.gov/marc/marbi/2005/2005-05.html . This 

will allow the insertion of the new character, modifier 

upper apostrophe to be entered instead of the modifier 

left right half ring. The mapping used by the server had 

been changed a few releases ago but the Cataloging 

client still allowed the entry of the old character. This, 

however, does not solve the problem with exporting 

records which still have the old encoded character. The 

warning will only go away after the now deprecated 

character has been modified and saved to the 

database.

The Special Characters.cfg  was 

modified and needs to be installed with 

the clients.

Batch jobs

16384-21057

16384-55603

Patron purge (Circjob 39) gets hung up on patron records 

that have 24 or more barcodes, resulting in an 

Abort(coredump) error.

Allow room for storing multiple patron barcodes which 

will allow patron deletes to complete successfully.

Batch jobs

16384-20865

16384-58962

Item status in Print, Export and Email displays “No 

information available” even if status information shows in 

OPAC.

Corrected method signatures in interface and 

implementation so the method that populates item 

status gets called.  

OPAC

16384-21473

16384-11186

If the "Attach Holding to any Bibliographic Records" option 

is not checked, then the "re-link holding to bibliographic" 

menu item is grayed out. There is no chance to even test 

against location.

Fixed code so that the Relink holding to bibliographic… 

menu item for a holdings record in the Cataloging client 

is not disabled when the Attach Holdings to Any 

Bibliographic Record option is unchecked in a 

Cataloging Profile in the SysAdmin client.

Cataloging

16384-3441

16384-18433

Historical Reserve Charges counter increments by one just 

by setting the item to On Reserve, and is *not* 

incremented by the amount stored in Reserve Charges 

when the item is removed from reserve.

SQL query for historical reserve charges was doing a 

row count instead of a sum of the reserve_charges  for 

the item in reserve_item_history . Fixed the query.

Circulation

16384-7425
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Description Solution Implementation Notes Related Documentation Module

Issue Number

16384-40210

GDC cannot alter records with invalid MARC data or 

retrieve them for preview.

Create a new MarcReader implementation that will 

repair bad leader data when possible. Replace existing 

calls with the new implementation instead of the default 

from the Marc4j library. For bad leader data repair, if 

bytes 10 or 11 cannot be parsed due to invalid MARC 

data (such as space instead of a number), force the 

expected value 2 into the parsed record.

Global Data Change (GDC)

16384-15939

16384-43793

The -mS parameter (export MARC records that have been 

suppressed) used in conjunction with the -rH (record type 

of MFHD) in marcexport does not export MFHDs that are 

suppressed.

Modified query construction for suppressed records 

query so that it will work with either BIB or MFHD 

records.

Batch jobs

16384-17378

16384-28881

When calling the 3500 display code, all linked records will 

be displayed and there is no way to separate them based 

on profile.

Added logic to allow related records to be grouped by 

profiles.

Changes were made to 

displayCommon.css , displaycfg.xml , and 

display.xsl .See skin changes document 

for 8.2.2.

Opac

16384-11042

16384-42867

A query that includes LCCLASS_VW will randomly die 

with ORA-01722 invalid number.

Update the SQL for view creation to extract the call 

number from the display call number  field instead of the 

normalized call number.

Oracle

16384-17089

16384-54979

Call Slips must be disabled for patron group in the item 

location‟s Circulation policy or the request will succeed 

even if call slips are not allowed for this patron group.

Check if the request is available for the patron group 

before allowing the patron to submit it.  If the request is 

not available, an error code and message are returned.

Interoperability (Voy)

16384-20642

16384-3136

Credits for all Patron Groups and all locations are 

transferred when Bursar is run regardless of whether they 

are specified or not.

Filter bursar refund process based on input location and 

patron group configuration.

Circulation

15898

16384-16737

If the second level of enumeration in a pub pattern is 

Quarterly with combined months (Jan-Mar., etc.), the 

combined months do no collapse into the 86x subfields b 

and j.

Changed the collapse of serials in Acquisitions to use 

the textual description of chron values instead of the 

number representation for seasonal chronology. 

Changed the configuration to handle the textual 

representation of the chron values.

Changes were made to WebVoyage-

Tomcat/104X_display.xsl, 

VoyagerXServices-

Tomcat/104X_display.xsl, 

VoyagerXServices-

Tomcat/OPAC_in_primo_104X_display.x

sl. See skin changes document for 8.2.2.

Acquisitions

16384-6593

16384-44546

The correct number of issues displays with the 1021 

display code, but it displays the oldest issues marked to 

Display in OPAC in Acq, rather than the newest/most 

recent. 

Display the most recent number of issues per 

component.  First, find the total number of recent issues 

in the XML. The issues are presented in order of oldest 

first in the XML so the total is used to get to the number 

of most recent issues as specified by 

numberOfIssuesToDisplayPerComponent  in 

102X_config.xml .

Changes were made to the 

VoyagerXServices-

Tomcat/102X_display.xsl  file. See skin 

changes document for 8.2.2.

Installation

16384-17457

16384-55606

If multiple copies of a serial are received, and one copy is 

subsequently unreceived, other copies will not display in 

OPAC until the unreceived copy is received again.

Corrected the SQL queries to retrieve the received 

issues for the 1020 and 1021 displays.

Acquisitions

16384-20897

16384-33730

If a patron has no row for a particular remote db in 

ub_patron_record and that remote database no longer has 

a stub corresponding to the home patron, if there are rows 

in ub_fine_fee for that now nonexistent stub, circjob 43 

incorrectly leaves those rows in the database.

Delete records from ub_fine_fee  if the patron has no 

stub patron record.

Voyager Universal Borrowing

16384-13169

16384-62849

When GDC rule consequence is DELETE, records are not 

deleted.

Create delete verifier required to check if the input 

bib/auth/mfhd can be deleted.

Cataloging

16384-21858

16384-3168

Overdue fines for recalls are incorrect. Added missing code to circjob so that the functionality 

that calculates fines is aware that a particular item has 

been recalled.

Running circjob 30 again after the fix has 

been installed will result in correct data.

Circulation

16384-450
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Issue Number

16384-23889

When retrieving Authority records via Z39.50, the caption 

displays “Imported Remote Bib.”

Set the caption derived from the remote search to 

reflect the type of record being imported by examining 

the record type byte in the leader.

Cataloging

16384-9538

16384-65793

Voyager should display a bib record for Primo even when 

the user in Primo is authenticated to a non-Voyager 

system.  The situation is that Primo may have multiple 

library systems that it is servicing, for example ALEPH and 

Voyager.  It will not be very common at all for a patron to 

be associated with both institutions/library systems, and if 

they are, they may indeed have two different 

authentication ID numbers.  So if someone authenticates 

to ALEPH, they won't necessarily also be able to 

authenticate to Voyager (and vice versa).  

Modified code to not throw a ServletException  if the 

bor-info  doc does not contain a lastname, password or 

institute element.  Confirmed that downstream handling 

continues to work as expected without this data, with 

the same results as if the values do not resolve to a 

valid user in Voyager.

Interoperability (Voy)

16384-114

16384-55607

The \\l substitution token is present in the 

holdings.item.status.9 line of webvoyage.properties, but 

the "route to" location for the "In Transit Discharged" item 

does not appear; instead, the location is omitted.

Augmented the MFHD_ITEM  API with the in transit 

information.

OPAC

16384-20898

16384-54981

E-Kiosk postings are not included in the fines/fees sent by 

the Patron Circulation Actions – Debts API.

Every fine/fee transaction type is considered a credit 

except for BURSAR TRANSFER.

OPAC

16384-20673

16384-55813

Bulkimport stops load at records in a file with long 856 

fields with no error message.  

Increased the size of temporary variables to hold the 

item type, item barcode, call number, and location read 

from the input file. This accommodates those cases 

when the specified mapping field/subfield does not 

actually contain the expected data.

Cataloging

16384-20977

16384-54977 

When the “equals” operator is used in a condition for a 

change rule, no change is applied.

Redefined gdc.dsl  for equals  conditions to declare field 

as well as subfield instances.

Global Data Change (GDC)

16384-20593

16384-38278 

 The \\i substitution token does not display copy number 

for items in status patron group messages.

Added code to include the copy number in the 

enum/chron data which is used to replace the \\i  token.

OPAC

16384-15521

16384-38658 

You are unable to continue paging through a list of results 

in the OPAC after saving items to your list if you are not 

first logged in.

Cannot replicate in 8.2.2. OPAC

16384-15553

16384-33363 

If the Quality Hierarchy has a 040a listed highest in the 

Hierarchy, and the incoming record has an 040|a the 

system will replace instead of bi-directional merge.

Cannot replicate in 8.2.2. Cataloging

16384-12401

16384-51569 

There is no exception type 43 in 

CIRC_TRANS_EXCEPT_TYPE table, even though this 

exception is valid and logged in 

CIRC_TRANS_EXCEPTION by the Circulation client.

Cannot replicate in 8.2.2. Reporter

16384-20033

16384-3133

The \\i token does not work for 

holdings.item.request.status.1 in webvoyage.properties

Cannot replicate in 8.2.2. OPAC

17018

16384-35587

If a search is run on terms including an ampersand, the 

Edit function will take you back to the search page with the 

search terms filled out up to the ampersand.E.g., a search 

for “Texas A&M University” will return you with “Texas A”

Cannot replicate in 8.2.2. OPAC

16384-13665

16384-60449 Some patrons cannot place Call Slip requests via OPAC. Cannot replicate in 8.2.2. OPAC 16384-21649
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